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About This Game

About the game.

The Mall Empire allows you to build and manage the operations of a modern mall. You must plan where to place facilities in the
tower that include restaurants, shops, rest areas, retail stores and elevators.

The game begins with a one-star mall with limited building options. To increase the mall’s star rating, you must attract more
buyers by providing more buying shops. New facilities are made available while the tower progresses from a one-star rating to a

five-star rating.

The game based on Unity 3D, so will be publish not only Win version, but MAC & Linux too.

Game features.

More than 50 stores.

More than 20 store combinations.

More than 20 character types with personal needs and wealth level.
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Advertise and invest options.

Financial and other reports.

Loans.

Clouds <3.

Who we are.

We are the small indie team. Initially husband (developer) and wife (artist). We are love to do what we do and decide to increase
our vision over the games. This is our first game, so don’t hesitate to contact to us if you want to share anything useful.

Also if you are want to help us with translation on other language’s or if you want to participate in our test program or you have
some ideas about stores and want to implement it in our game, then feel free to contact us.

Credits:

Music is made with help of Walras https://soundcloud.com/walras
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Title: Mall Empire
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Games++
Publisher:
Games++
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2017
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English,Russian
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The game is genius it's so bad that is good !!!!
10/10. enter room .. no one there .. start looting a bag\/closet\/box .. next sec someone hit me from back ... press esc to stop
looting .. another hit ... switch to club... another hit ... turn around .. another hit ... you`re dead ... god(devs) create zombies from
air in a sec you start looting in EMPTY room ... and that sh.. happening last year or more .. still did not fix that ... i love this
game but this bug is frustrating ... and of course zombies are like ninjas .. move silently till they hit you, and then start
screaming ... i realize this is a game but put some reality in it for god sake .... Got this on a bundle a long time ago. LUP is,
without a doubt, the worst platformer I've every played. It would be tolerable if it weren't so goddamn buggy.

Leo B, I hope making this game has been a good learning experience for you. And I hope that nowadays you are making actually
decent games.

Do NOT buy this game, even on sale.. Trash, just complete trash and I can't get a refund. Steer well clear of this diabolical
attempt at making a 'HOT' VR game, it's complete rubbish. I get turned on more by Lego!. Good concept Bad attempt. Buy
Space Engineers insted.
Space Engineers. Beating this game was a grueling thing. When I played this game for the first time years ago I thought it was
really cool and ended up beating it. The first stage is probably one of the toughest, and it makes you think, "wow, there's
probably a lot to do in this game" but really there isn't. There's a combat area, then a peaceful area. Eventually you run out of
things to spend money on and you can't buy most of the weapons until the very end of the game when you probably found them
anyway.

There's maybe only 3 or 4 music tracks, and the whole game felt really rushed. This could have been a good game, and there
could even be a sequel in the works.

All in all, if you can get this cheap its fun for about an hour and then thats about it.

This game did not age well.. L'histoire est sympa malgr\u00e9 le faite que cette mission soit assez courte !
A prendre avec le pack Freedom Fighter qui inclu les 3 DLCs avec du contenu ajout\u00e9.. This is art, buy it and play it until
you bleed. Chiefly chieves'. Okay, so far I'm only two hours (on record) in playing this game, on my first play through and have
no idea how far into the game I am and just how much there is left to go. I saw this pop up on Steam, thought it looked quirky
and interesting and decided to wait for a sale and when it happened I snapped it up. The only regret I have is in waiting so long,
this game is worth it at full price.

This game may not be for everyone as it makes you think out of the box, I understand that the box these days is "Here is a gun,
go shoot things" but I'm talking about in adventure game terms.

Sure, there's quests to do which are pretty straight forward involving helping the homeless, pimp business and corrupt
politicians. Your standard adventure game staples you might think. But you're some white dude with blonde hair who definitely
has a disorder of some sort who can be talked into trying to disguise themselve as a Yakuza to aid the mafia.

If that paragraph didn't really make sense then the rest of the game will make less sense. If it did make sense to you then you're
probably the protagonist of the game.

I may edit this after a few playthrough's, but somehow I think leaving this game in people's minds with a little morbid curiosity
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might fare better. If you've seen it and read about it and\/or put it on your wishlist just do it. It's one of those games that you
think you'll fire up for a few minutes to see what it's like, think "everything is fairly standard and boring, nothings really
happening. That's the first bit over, what's the fuss? I'll play a bit more and... what? Wait! What? Seriously? Is this?... Yes it is
happening" and will just continue on.

If you want an adventure game that really makes use of you interacting with it for Steam achievements then this is for you.

If you want an adventure game that makes you try to find inventive ways for you to be killed then this is for you.

If you want an adventure game that tries to make you find ways to steal babies and then eat them then this is definitely for you,
and you should probably seek help.
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Very nice foundation for a good game!

Some thoughts, I have read other peoples suggestions so I wont repeat them but regenerating berry bushes is a given,

Some kind of diety system with the old viking gods would be cool, they are burly heathens after all!

Maybe have the abillity to brew ale? :). THSI IS SO FUN TO PLAY
. Sweet Fantasy is a game with decent art work, but beyond that there is really nothing else to the game.

The English is broken in some parts more than others. The game is only lasts 30 minutes tops, and you can earn all the
achievements in 50 minutes and that's if it even rewards you them. The only reason I have more than an hour in the game is
solely on my attempts to unlocked the bugged achievements with no success.

Save your money for something else.. Great and addicting.. This game was released in 2015 with promises of an update but is
unfinished as of Feb 2017. It will just end on you as some of their other free to play games do also.

The main object searching is too simplistic and the grind becomes apparent quickly due to the same objects being needed for
most collections to progress. You will literally be grinding for 3 or 4 items constantly while sitting on 75+ of other objects that
are barely used. I've also had missions to collect 15 of an item to then have to collect 10 more of that item for the next mission.
Since some are only available from one place that means searching the same location up to 25 times in a row.

Don't start it, you will get bored quickly.. I rarely leave a review but felt this game deserving of one. I collect games and usually
just take them out for a quick test drive with the intention of getting back to them if one appears to have potential. Of the three
games I bought today Trapped Dead: Lockdown was the one I held out the least amount of hope for. Much to my surprise this
little game was a blast and I was blown away by it enough to go back in my libraray and break out the original Trapped Dead
and start it up to. Trust me this will be $9.99 that is well spent.. Huge let down. Boring. I read all these reviews about great
puzzles so i bought it. There are 2 puzzles. One is good and the other is avg. The graphics look great and it didn't freeze or
anything, but this game sucks. There is little to no direction on what your objective is. There are many objects you would think
are interactive, but they aren't. The end came rather abruptly and I don't know what happened, but it's so boring I don't even
care.. A solid indie p&c adventure game that's admittedly just slightly rough around the edges in most segments, but charming
and pleasant enough to drive you to the finish, despite some tedium here and there. You'll see some very inspired design visually
and mechanically, you'll see some less inspired in the same category. Same with the writing / the humor. The voice acting for
some characters is surprisingly great. It's quite short (playing time was @ 3 hours when I'd finished it first on Steam - I HAVE
finished it before once, years and years ago, but retained almost no memory of the gameplay... apart from some vague memories
about the voodoo mechanic, which might've knocked several minutes off the game time now I guess - but you won't mind.
Unlocking the commentary might give an excuse to OCD-ish / completist players to do it all over again, especially since you'll
likely miss (or, hopefully less likely, use) some of the crackers and the coins - which otherwise unlock music, art and character
bios as you collect them. I'm not 100% sure I'd have done it if I hadn't missed the second to last coin in the game, but hey...

Anyway, it's a fun little game, recommended to fans of the genre... and people who dig the idea of dog pirates and find it cute. :)
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